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MA GENERAL THEORY FORUM 2014
CONVENED BY STEPHEN WILSON

A SERIES OF TALKS AND INTERVIEWS EVERY THURSDAY AT 14.00 IN THE CHELSEA LECTURE THEATRE

SPEAKERS
JeroenBoomgaard
AlexColes
CaroleCollet
T.J.Demos
JenniferDoyle
AnthonyDunne
RebeccaEarley
JamesRichards
AndreaThal
RaulZamudio

INTERVIEWERS
DaveBeech
DeborahCherry
DavidDibosa
VerinaGfader
ChrisMcCormack
KennethWilder

Installation view; Active Negative Programme (2008), Untitled Merchandise (Lover and Dealer) (2007); courtesy the artist and Cabinet gallery, London and Rodeo, Istanbul